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Friday, May 6  
(12 pm - 5pm Eastern) 

12:00p - 1:00p 

Applying Rare Leadership to the High Stress Workplace  

Marcus Warner

 1:15p - 2:00p  

Interview with the Generals  

Gen. Ray Woolridge & Gen. Becky Halstead  

2:15p - 3:15p  

Enemy Mode at Work 

Jim Wilder & Ray Woolridge  

3:30p - 4:30p  

Disarming Enemy Mode 

Panel 

4:30p - 5:00p  

Where to from here? 

Marcus Warner & Ray Woolridge  

SCHEDULE



Marcus Warner is the president of Deeper Walk International, where he equips 
people in the areas of trauma recovery, mature leadership, and growing joy-
filled families. He specializes in taking complex issues and making them simple. 
Marcus has three advanced degrees and over thirty years of experience helping 
people and organizations navigate some of life’s toughest challenges.

MARCUS WARNER
President, Deeper Walk International

Jim Wilder brings his extensive life experiences growing up in the Andes 
Mountains, his PhD in psychology, and his 30+ years of training leaders on five 
continents for the realities of business today. Wilder is the thinker behind the 
Life Model, a lifespan guide to being fully human. He is the author of over ten 
books with a strong focus on applied neuroscience, maturity, relational skills, 
and resilient leaders.

JIM WILDER
Founder & Chief Neurotheologian, Life Model Works

Ray Woolridge is a retired U.S. Army Chaplain (Brigadier General) with 
43 years of service with the military (Ranger and Airborne qualified), in 
uniform or as a civilian. A skilled public communicator, he also enjoys 
coaching leaders to discover their uniqueness and unleash their potential. 
Ray currently serves as the Executive Director of Life Model Works.

GEN. RAY WOOLRIDGE (RET.) 
Executive Director, Life Model Works

Nik Harrang has a B.S. in Wildlife Science from Oregon State University, 
and an M.A. in Intercultural Studies from Fuller Theological Seminary. 
He has worked in research and development and has extensive non-profit 
leadership experience. His passion is to help individuals, families, and 
organizations excel in emotional, relational, and spiritual health. 

NIK HARRANG
Director of Operations, Deeper Walk International

SPEAKERS



Virgie Maney began her career at Wells Fargo as a teller and rose to become a senior 
leader managing a team responsible for training over 250,000 employees worldwide. 
Her three decades of experience helping leaders achieve their personal and professional 
goals have made her a sought-after coach, trainer and motivational speaker. As the 
founder of Maney & Associates, Virgie provides executive and spiritual coaching to 
non-profit and corporate leaders. | www.maneyandassociates.com

VIRGIE MANEY
Founder, Maney & Associates

Dave Mead (Colonel US Army – Retired) served in the military for 31 years, including 
as a faculty member at the Center of Strategic Leadership in the US Army War 
College. Dave is Founder/CEO of WeAlign, a strengths-based, joy-focused coaching 
firm, serving clients in the corporate, military, health, government, and non-profit 
sectors. Dave is certified with the International Coaching Federation and a Certified 
StrengthsFinder® Coach. | www.wealigncoaching.com

DAVE MEAD
Founder/CEO, WeAlign Coaching

Becky Halstead, a retired Brigadier General, founded her own leader consultancy 
company, STEADFAST Leadership, following 27 years of service in the U.S. Army. 
Becky specializes in inspirational and motivational speaking, developing leader training 
programs, leader coaching and mentoring. Becky has provided hundreds of keynote 
speeches and leadership training to the corporate and academic sectors at both national 
and international engagements. | www.beckyhalstead.com

GEN. BECKY HALSTEAD (RET.)
Retired Brigadier General, US Army 

SPEAKERS

Ryan Breneman is co-founder and CEO of Generation Properties, a real estate 
development & investment firm in Chattanooga, TN. He also held several sales and 
leadership roles during a 20+ year career in the medical device industry. He was a 
recipient of WeAlign Coaching during his tenure as a Regional Sales Director for Abbott 
Laboratories where he used principles from Rare Leadership to build a team culture fueled 
by trust, joy, and engagement. Displacing the fear culture that dominated the industry 
yielded higher retention, employee satisfaction, and sales results that were consistently 
higher than his peer average. | www.linkedin.com/in/ryan-breneman-46b36030

RYAN BRENEMAN
CEO, Generation Properties

http://www.maneyandassociates.com
http://www.wealigncoaching.com
http://www.beckyhalstead.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/ryan-breneman-46b36030 
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MARCUS WARNER 
Applying Rare Leadership to the High Stress Workplace1

At its core Rare Leadership is about enduring hardship well. In this sense, it is the perfect 
model for this issue. 

Defining high stress:  
Stress is always about emotion and is directly related to emotional capacity. Whatever 
people, tasks, environments, or situations trigger emotions that keep you near or beyond 
your emotional capacity are stressful. 

 

R 

C
A
K
E 

Keep relationships bigger than problems. 
Validate emotions before fixing problems. 
Use Envelope Conversations when there is conflict. 

A 

Be the adult in the room. 
Don’t be a predator. 
Don’t be a possum. 
Do be a protector. 
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R 
Take a breather. 
Quiet - 

B
E
S
T 

Create a rhythm outside of work. 

E 

Check your maturity level and notice where you have holes that need work. 

Elder 

Parent

Adult

Child

Infant

Sadness   Fear   Despair   Shame   Anger   Disgust
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RAY WOOLRIDGE & BECKY HALSTEAD 
Interview with the Generals2
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JIM WILDER & RAY WOOLRIDGE
Enemy Mode at Work3

Do leaders have to be in ‘enemy mode’ to get anything done?  ‘Enemy mode’ can express 
itself in a toxic environment and a lot of other ways. What is the neuroscience of enemy 
mode at work and some ways you can counteract it?

 

Relational Identity and Right Brain (Dys)Function

Top of the right brain My Identity Enemy mode
D My relational ID My best self (non-enemy mode)

C “As if” ID Intelligent/predatory

B Emotionally overwhelmed ID Stupid

A Inactive ID Simple

Bottom of the brain

Characteristics of a brain in enemy mode 
  wants the “enemy to lose”
  cannot tell when others are trying to help
  recruits others to attack the enemy
  feels justified in hating 
  sees other people’s motives as “bad” 
  turns people into objects (not fellow humans)
  feels alone (no one on my side) 
  will often attack or withdraw from allies 
  sees enemy mode as a strength
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SIGNS OF SIMPLE ENEMY MODE

  Suppressed arousal to the presence of others with negative expectation for engagement

  No “flavor” to meaningful relationships

  Not curious about what the other person is thinking

  Feeling ignored, manipulated, or misunderstood

  Abrupt end to interactions

  We or they are distracted (do not feel “present”)

  Dimmed awareness of my body 

  Focusing on rules, procedures and policies

  Wondering what he/she is getting so upset about

  RCs test shows RCs are off 

SIGNS OF STUPID ENEMY MODE

  We start seeing everyone around us as stupid

  Our voice is the loudest by quite a bit

  Everyone seems against us or at least not “with” us

  We say or do things we later want to walk back, deny or change

  People with cell phones are thinking about getting a video of us

  We want “it” to stop

  We feel overwhelmed and out of control

  We are usually angry or afraid but sometimes very excited

  There is often alcohol or drugs in the recent picture

  We are tired and stretched too thin 

  On reflection, this was not our finest hour

  We become a different person from our usual self

  We are focused on something or someone else and lose sight of ourselves

  We act like our parents or someone we swore we would not be like

  We use the most “powerful” words not the smartest words

  We sometimes keep it to ourselves when faced with someone more powerful

  We think or express contempt, rage and hatred

  We immediately notice other people’s vulnerability and humiliate them for their 

 f Race/nationality/language

 f Age/gender/sexuality

 f Social status/wealth/education/intelligence

 f Weight/clothes/attractiveness
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  We insult their mother and people they have attachments too

  We cause damage to what others value (maybe make it look accidental) 

  We may warn people with phrases like: “Don’t make me/him/her mad!” “Don’t make 

me get stupid!” “Don’t make me get my Irish up!” 

SIGNS OF INTELLIGENT ENEMY MODE

  Social status carefully guarded

 f Loyalty, vision and mission do not value everyone equally

 f My success depends on making top people look good

 f Keeping Us and Them separate is valued

 f People with lower status bear the blame

 f People warn about the consequences of “crossing” the wrong person

 f Stratification protects the powerful ones (pecking order)

  Control is more important than care or relationships

 f People are shamed and fired to “make an example” of what will happen if you…

 f I (we) receive false assurances 

 f Conformity is required (opinions, appearance, actions, beliefs, shared fears)

 f Humiliation is used to control and intimidate resistance

  Image is carefully managed

 f Propaganda and “spin doctoring” are active 

 f Discrediting others is a win for us 

 f We prize or broadcast our reputation

 f We (or someone above us) must be seen as powerful and important

  Weakness is exploited 

 f Weaknesses are being watched, tracked and used later to punish or control

 f Everyone around me is trying to look strong or successful

 f Someone is friendly to my face but critical when I am not around

 f Someone seems too interested in what will cause me pain or shame

 f I want to hide what I really think or feel because it doesn’t feel safe

 f We track what will causes pain or embarrassment

 f People are afraid to reveal themselves

  Avoidable damages (lost relational capital)

 f Competent people “disappear” without a voice

 f I am rewarded even when the win has a high relational cost
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 f There are “people under the bus”

 f Damage to people or projects could have been avoided by listening

  Winning justifies actions

 f Winning is the only real priority

 f Failures are punished

 f Relationships do not outlive a person’s utility

 f Vision, mission and success justify human costs and losses

 f There is an odd combination of ethical talk with unethical actions

FIRST STEPS

1. Study enemy mode operations at work respectfully
2. Identify how your “as if” self helps you win
3. Make changes to enemy mode in yourself first
4. Only replace enemy mode with your better self
5. Raise the status of their best self in those around you

This material is quoted or derived from: Escaping Enemy Mode: How our brains unite or divide us © 
Jim Wilder and Ray Woolridge through Northfield Publishing. Book release scheduled for November 
2022. 
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PANEL
Disarming Enemy Mode4
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MARCUS WARNER & RAY WOOLRIDGE 
Where to from here?5



WeAlign, LLC

DAVE MEAD
Founder/CEO, WeAlign Coaching

For more information on Dave Mead and WeAlign  
please visit www.wealigncoaching.com.

VIRGIE MANEY
Founder, Maney & Associates

For more information on 
Virgie Maney please visit 
www.maneyandassociates.com.

For more information on Becky Halstead please visit 
www.beckyhalstead.com

BECKY HALSTEAD
Inspirational Speaker 
Published Author 
Mentor & Coach 
Retired U.S. Army Brigadier General

For more information on Ryan Breneman please visit 
www.linkedin.com/in/ryan-breneman-46b36030

RYAN BRENEMAN
CEO, Generation Properties

http://www.wealigncoaching.com
http://www.maneyandassociates.com
http://www.beckyhalstead.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/ryan-breneman-46b36030 


“LET US HELP YOU DO IT BETTER.” 

Using practical tools and “full heart, whole brain” applications to . . . 
  build authentic community and transform lives in churches . . .
  based upon discoveries in Living from the Heart Jesus Gave You, and more . . . 
  developed by the fifty-year-old non-profit that combines the Bible and brain science . . . 
  and produces Resources, Trainings, Events, Consulting, and Advanced Development. 

We guide the development and 
application of full-brained practices 
that transform.

“Growing a fearless people 
who love like Jesus!” 

Don’t miss TRANSFORM 2022 
Online Conference | September 15-16

FEARLESS IDENTITY: 
Parting the Sea of Imposters and Finding Our Best Self

WWW.LIFEMODELWORKS.ORG

WATCH

DETAILS
FOR



Let’s face it…leadership is not for the faint of heart. Your organization 
has its own unique challenges and possibilities. But you don’t have to face 
them alone!

Dr. Marcus Warner (co-author and Rare Leadership trainer) is available to 
consult with you and discuss your unique context.

Whether it is just a one-hour conversation or setting up a regular monthly 
call, help is available.

rareleadership.net/rare-consulting

RARE CONSULTING 

LET DR. MARCUS WARNER HELP YOU 
WITH YOUR LEADERSHIP CHALLENGES.

http://rareleadership.net/rare-consulting


The 4 habiTs of Raising Joy-filled Kids by Marcus Warner & Chris Coursey

Is “Joy-Building” the secret to raising mature, healthy kids?

Joy-filled kids aren’t always happy kids, but they do know how to work for and wait for what is 
truly satisfying in life. In The 4 Habits of Raising Joy-Filled Kids you will discover a tool box full of 
skills that you can use with your children to help them grow in maturity and live with greater joy.

These tools help your kids, from infants to teens, build skills like:

• Regulating upset emotions so they can return to joy
• Forming a stable identity that doesn’t change with each new emotion
• Developing discernment to distinguish between what is satisfying and what is only 

temporarily pleasurable
• Discovering heart values and not just living to please others
• Building “joy bonds” rather than “fear bonds”

The skills you’ll learn in The 4 Habits of Raising Joy-Filled Kids will not only help you parent your 
children well, but they will also help you grow joy in your family.

The 4 habiTs of Joy-filled MaRRiages by Marcus Warner & Chris Coursey

What separates happy marriages from miserable ones? Surprisingly, it’s not healthy 
communication. It’s not conflict resolution skills. It’s actually the size of the marriage’s joy gap.

Joy Gap /joi gap/ (n.) - 1. The length of time between moments of shared joy

When the joy gap gets bigger, problems are more likely to overwhelm you, resentment 
creeps in, and you start to feel distant and alone in your marriage. When the joy gap 
is smaller, you regularly feel connected and happy, problems feel manageable, and your 
marriage becomes a reliable source of joy. 

Find out what your marriage looks like after a little work and a whole lot of joy.

BUILD JOY AT HOME

BUILD JOY AT WORK

Combining cutting-
edge brain science with 
decades of counseling and 
consulting experience, 
Rare Leadership in the 
Workplace shows you how 
to take your leadership and 
your team to the next level.

If you want to take your organization to the next level, it starts with you. Healthy teams begin with 
healthy leaders, and at the heart of this dynamic is emotional maturity—the quality the greatest leaders possess.

Find these and more at Deeper Walk & Life Model Works

Take a deeper dive into the 
theology, neuroscience, and 
practice introduced in Rare 
Leadership in the Workplace.

Originally written for pastors, 
many workplace leaders have found 
Rare Leadership transformative to 
the way they lead. 

https://deeper-walk-international.myshopify.com/
https://shop.lifemodelworks.org/collections/books-literature


EVENTS

Discover more at deeperwalkinternational.org/online-conferences

Conference 
ONLINE & IN PERSON 

October 8, 2022

FRIDAY JULY 15 

Session 1 – The Brain Science of Joy – Nik Harrang

Session 2 – The Joy Reset Plan – Dawn Whitestone

SATURDAY JULY 16

Session 1 – Joy & the Abundant Life – Greg Neumayer

Session 2 – Interactive Journey Group Experience – Amy Brown

Session 3 – Replacing Fear Bonds with Love Bonds – Jeremiah Jones

Session 4 – The Power of Tiny Habits – Juni Felix

FIND OUT MORE & REGISTER: 
deeperwalkinternational.org/product/joy-reset-conference

New Book 
COMING

August 2, 2022

http://deeperwalkinternational.org/online-conferences
http://deeperwalkinternational.org/product/joy-reset-conference
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